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A systematic study is presented of addition patterns occurring upon fluorination of C60. We use the
program SACHA, which increments the number of fluorine addends, tests all available addition
sites within a given cutoff radius, and selects the most energetically stable structure for further
addition on the basis of full AM1 optimizations for every isomer. The lowest energy structures are
optimized at HF/3-21G level of theory. A number of distinct addition routes are predicted, based
on octahedral, ‘S’, and ‘T’ addition patterns, leading both to experimentally observed C60Fn isomers
and to isomers not previously described in the literature. Furthermore the main addition routes
were analyzed for C60F2n isomers, using ab initio global and local aromaticity calculations. For
this, magnetizability and NICS calculations have been carried out at HF/3-21G level of theory. We
show the possibility of using NICS to predict the next preferential addition site, matching the above-
described addition routes.

I. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant interest
in fluorine derivatives of C60. They are promising syn-
thons as enhanced acceptors in donor-acceptor diads due
to their specific characteristics (good solubility, high
reactivity toward nucleophiles and enhanced dienophi-
licity of the unsubstituted part of the cage, resulting from
electron withdrawal by fluorine atoms).1,2

Fluorine addition to C60 can be performed with a
variety of agents.3-12 The difficulty of controlling the
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reaction provides a complex mixture of products with
varying numbers of fluorine atoms attached to the carbon
cage and inhibits the isolation of the early compounds of
fluorine addition. Nonetheless, many fluorofullerene
derivatives have been characterized in recent years. Due
to the specific reaction properties, higher fluorinated C60

derivatives were characterized initially (C60Fn with n )
18,7 20,13,14 36,9 4812), followed by lower fluorinated
derivatives (n ) 2,15 and n ) 4, 6, 816) through further
optimization of the reaction conditions (for an overview
see ref 1). Study of these isolated species provides insight
into the routes of addition followed and which systems
play a key role in discriminating between distinct addi-
tion routes. Most of the fluorinations have been carried
out using transition metal fluorides, as described gener-
ally.17

In general, fluorine addition to fullerenes presents two
main features: the fluorine atoms are attached to the
cage as fluorine pairs across 6,6-bonds, and the fluorina-
tion has a general tendency to create structures with
increased aromaticity relative to the fullerene precursor
and hence with increased stability.18 In other words, the
aromatic character of the fluorofullerenes increases with
increasing number of fluorine atoms attached to the cage.
Because fullerenes are moderately aromatic, addition of
the first fluorine pair increases the localization of the
electrons for the remaining double bonds of the two
hexagons involved, so that further addition to these
hexagons becomes thermodynamically favored.16

Similar features are found for hydrofullerenes, and
comparisons between iso-structural C60Xn systems (X )
H, F; n ) 18,19,20 20,14,21 3619) suggest that the addition
pattern follows a contiguous addition pathway, for which
a 6,6-bond adjacent to an already functionalized bond is
the preferential site for the next addition.22,23 From the
different hydrogen derivatives of C60 characterized at
experimental level, two possible addition patterns have
been proposed, the so-called ‘S’ and ‘T’ addition patterns
(Figure 1).20,24

The first pair of fluorine atoms adds to a 6,6-bond,
forming 1,2-C60F2. The second pair attaches to an adja-
cent 6,6-bond of the same hexagon, forming 1,2,3,4-C60F4.
For the third pair two possibilities exist, depending on
which adjacent 6,6-bond is chosen; either the first ‘T’ or
the first ‘S’ isomer is formed (hereafter referred to as the
‘T’-C60F6 or ‘S’-C60F6 isomers). ‘S’-C60F6 has been isolated
but ‘T’-C60F6 has not, attributed to the fact that it
undergoes rapid further fluorination to form C60F8, which
retains the ‘T’ motif, although initially wrongly assigned
due to anomalies in the 19F NMR spectrum (see below).16

Just as 1,2-addition in chlorination and bromination is
predicted to be unfavorable compared to 1,4-addition, so
for fluorination the converse is true25 with only two
examples of 1,4-addition being known. One involves a
remote 1,4-addition to C60F6 giving C60F8;16,26 the other
concerns fluorodebromination of Th-C60Br24 by a mecha-
nism that is very unclear.27

Further fluorine addition to C60 following the ‘T’
pattern yields C60F18. The most stable C60F18 isomer7 was
reported to have C3v symmetry with a strongly distorted
cage structure. All of the fluorine atoms are bound to one
hemisphere of the C60 cage, which has a planar six-
membered benzenoid ring surrounded by 18 sp3 C atoms.
The other hemisphere consists of 24 sp2 C atoms, with a
flattened equatorial belt of 12 sp2 C atoms separating the
two hemispheres. The isolation and characterization of
C60F16, as part of the ‘T’ addition path to C60F18, has been
reported,28 although this system may be formed upon
fragmentation of C120F32 during mass spectrometry.2

The ‘S’ pattern (also called the zigzag addition pattern)
results in the formation of C60F20. Besides C60F6 itself this
is the only ‘S’ pattern isomer to be isolated and charac-
terized. It was named Saturnene in view of its unique
structure comprising flattened poles and an extended
equator of sp3 C atoms.14

Although theoretical studies have already been per-
formed very early on fluorofullerenes,25,29-31 these did not
involve an analysis of the addition patterns. In this work
we present a systematic analysis of the addition patterns
governing the fluorination of C60 to form C60Fn (n )
1-60). For this we have developed the program SACHA
that allows a systematic analysis of chemical addition
by incrementing the number of addends, testing all
available addition sites within a given surface distance
cutoff radius, and using the most energetically stable
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FIGURE 1. ‘S’ and ‘T’ addition patterns.
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structure for further addition, on the basis of full AM1
optimizations for every isomer and ab initio single-point
calculations for the lowest energy isomers at HF/3-21G
level of theory.32 This study is compared with an ab initio
analysis of the distinct members of each addition series
found, based on geometrical, electronic, energetic and
aromatic features. In accordance with previous stud-
ies,23,33,34 an analysis of the relation between local aro-
maticity and the addition patterns is presented. The
theoretical details are given in Section II and the results
are discussed in Section III, where the first few addition
products are analyzed separately (A), as they are the
starting products of the distinct routes described (B to
E), as well as the higher fluorination (F). General
features of the reactivity toward fluorination and of the
fluorinated products are given in the last part of Section
III, before conclusions are drawn in the final section.

II. Theoretical and Computational Details

To systematically analyze addition patterns we have devel-
oped the program SACHA (Systematic Analysis of Chemical
Addition),32 which automates the process of generating isomers
and geometry optimization. The method requires structural
optimization of a large number of isomers and hence all
optimization was performed with semiempirical AM135 using
GAUSSIAN9836 and GAUSSIAN03.37 In this way it takes at
most several hours to consider all isomers for a single fluorine
addition. AM1 has been successfully applied for geometry
optimizations in previous studies.33,38 Full electron ab initio
Hartree-Fock calculations were performed using the 3-21G
basis set (HF/3-21G) for single-point energy calculations of
given isomers (see below) as well as for all property calcula-
tions.

The methodology of SACHA is as follows: we take a given
structure and seed it with a single addend followed by a
structural relaxation. Different addends can be chosen for
addition, consisting of a single atom (H, F, ...), an atom pair
on neighboring atoms (H2, F2, ...), or a [1 + 2]-type addition
(CR2, NR, O, ...).32 No symmetry is enforced during optimiza-
tions. For single atom addition, we then functionalize an
additional carbon site, perform a full structural optimization,
and store the energy. This is repeated for all possible addition
sites for the new addend, within a surface distance cutoff
radius defined in terms of the number of carbon neighbors
between the C atom being considered for addition, and the
nearest other functionalized carbon atom. The choice of surface
distance cutoff radius is discussed below, as it can lead to
different addition patterns, and may reflect for instance distant
addition being more stable as compared to close range addition
due to bulky addends or reactants.18 The structure with the
lowest energy is then taken as the base structure for addition
of the next addend and the process repeated. For atom pair or
[1 + 2]-type addition, a first addition site is chosen as above,
the second addition site being one of the three sites neighbor-
ing the first. These three possible isomers are then treated
separately.32

In this work, the fluorination of C60 is analyzed, so the most
stable structure for C60Fn is taken as the structure to fluorinate
to C60Fn+1. This may not always be the case; for example, with
F2 gas addition it is possible that the first F adopts a less stable
site in order to improve the energy gain with the second F.
We therefore examined addition of a single fluorine atom at
each step, as well as F2 addition. Since both addition types
were analyzed in conjunction, they will be discussed separately
in the discussion below when appropriate.

Note that this method contains various restrictions. We do
not take advantage of site symmetry at present. Fluorination
is only allowed on the outer surface of the C60. Since AM1 is
spin-restricted, for single F addition the negative ions are
considered for odd-numbers of fluorine (C60F2n+1

-), which
prevents energetic comparison between odd- and even-
numbered fluorinated systems but avoids the necessity of more
time-consuming spin-unrestricted methods. Finally the method
does not allow for fluorine rearrangement on the fullerene
surface. This effect has been observed for high F coverage over
extended periods of time at room temperature.39 Despite these
restrictions, the method is nonetheless shown to be valid for
identifying the primary thermodynamically driven addition
paths for fluorination.

Since the energies of the different isomers can be very close
to each other, the energy ordering obtained from AM1 and HF/
3-21G calculations with the same geometry do not always
coincide. Therefore, predicting addition patterns based solely
on AM1 can be inaccurate. However, a number of test
calculations have shown that the same energy ordering was
obtained from HF/3-21G calculated energies using AM1 ge-
ometries (commonly referred to as HF/3-21G//AM1) as from
HF/3-21G optimized structures and HF/6-31G*//HF/3-21G
calculations, and thus HF/3-21G//AM1 energies can be used
reliably for predicting the lowest energy structure. AM1
energies are therefore determined for all isomers considered
at a specific addition step, and HF/3-21G single-point energy
calculations performed for those isomers with energies within
1 eV of the AM1 most stable isomer, defining the final order
used to choose the most stable structure for further addition.

In cases where two isomers have very close energy, two or
more systems were considered as a starting point for further
addition, to examine the possible structural divergence at that
point. (At these critical points of the distinct addition routes
HF optimizations were performed, however only the HF/3-
21G//AM1 energies are listed in the next section to maintain
comparability, unless stated otherwise.) In total about 10 000
isomers were optimized at AM1 level in this way from C60F to
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C60F60, from which about 2000 single point calculations were
performed at HF/3-21G level of theory. This corresponds to
more than 107 seconds or more than 120 days of calculation
time in total, making it one of the largest fullerene isomer
studies to date at this level of theory.40 The total scale of this
study mainly determined the level of theory being chosen,
providing accurate results for reasonable computation times.

From the HOMO-LUMO gap one can obtain the kinetic
stability,41-44 calculated as the HOMO-LUMO energy separa-
tion multiplied by the number of carbon atoms conjugated in
the system studied (e.g., 58 for C60F2, 56 for C60F4, 54 for C60F6,
etc). Also called the T-value in its original description, we will
here maintain the nomenclature “kinetic stability” in order to
distinguish from the described ‘T’ addition pattern.

Reaction enthalpies are approximated as the energy differ-
ence [ER ) E(C60Fn) - E(C60Fn-2) - E(F2)], providing a measure
of the exothermicity of fluorination. Hereby only the even-
numbered systems were considered to maintain comparability
(see above).

The important role of aromaticity in fullerene and nanotube
chemistry has already been established.23,33,45 Global aroma-
ticity in terms of the molecular magnetizability for each system
is calculated using the CSGT method.46 With this we analyze
the relative aromaticity of products in the addition series and
whether aromaticity is related to energetic stability.

The local aromaticity of a ring is described by its ability to
support diamagnetic ring (i.e., diatropic) currents, which can
be described by the nucleus-independent chemical shift or
NICS.47 In accordance to previous studies,23,34 this shift is
calculated at the geometrical ring centers for all five- and six-
membered rings of the cage, determined by the nonweighted
mean of ring atom coordinates, using the GIAO method.48 (For
a review of aromaticity descriptors in theoretical methods we
refer to ref 49) This methodology was already successfully
applied for the prediction of subsequent addition sites, being
identified as the bond shared by the rings having NICS closest
to zero.23,34 Therefore it is again applied here where it can be
validated by the extensive analysis performed using SACHA.
Molecular magnetizabilities and NICS were calculated at the
HF/3-21G//AM1 level of theory, using the GAUSSIAN9836 and
GAUSSIAN0337 program. We note that density functional
theory (DFT) does not provide systematically better NMR
results than Hartree-Fock methods, since current functionals
do not include magnetic field dependence. For nonfluorinated
C60, NICS for pentagon and hexagon rings are +5.1 and -6.8
ppm, respectively, calculated at the geometrical ring centers
(HF/3-21G//AM1).

III. Results and Discussion

For ease of identification we prefix each structure with
the first letter of the addition route of which it is part.
Although this identification is only correct in a strict
sense for the first members of a given route, it enables

unambiguous identification of subsequent members of the
same addition route. The numbering used throughout is
depicted in Figure 2.50 In the next subsections the
different stages of fluorination and the distinct addition
routes will be discussed, and general features determin-
ing the fluorination to C60 will be presented at the end
of this section.

For the systematic SACHA addition calculations it is
necessary to determine a suitable surface distance cutoff
radius for investigation, as this permits discrimination
between different addition paths. The values chosen are
given in the relevant sections below. It is also necessary
to choose an energy cutoff, such that if an isomer has a
formation energy higher than the ground state isomer
plus this cutoff, we assume it will not form in sufficient
quantity to act as a precursor for further addition routes.
This isomer will therefore not be considered as a diver-
gent route for fluorination. The energy cutoff used was
arbitrarily chosen at 15 kcal/mol.

A. Early Additions: C60 to C60F6. In general, addition
to C60 takes place at a 6,6-bond having a higher double
bond character. This is also the case for fluorine addition,
since 1,2-C60F2 is found to be 6.3 kcal/mol more stable
than 1,4-C60F2. The 1,2-addition is also 24.7 kcal/mol
more stable than 2,3-C60F2, mainly due to the additional
strain occurring for addition to a pentagon. Nonetheless
in the SACHA analysis, stepwise single F addition means
that we still allow sampling of 5,6-bond addition isomers
for completeness.

Further addition to 1,2-C60F2 leads to 1,2,3-C60F3
- and

1,2,3,4-C60F4 as the most stable isomers, occurring at a
6,6-bond adjacent to the first added fluorine pair (the 6,6-
bonds numbered 3,4-, 5,6-, 9,10-, or 11,12- are equiva-
lent). The alternative octahedral addition yields 1,2,22,-
23-C60F4 (or the equivalent 1,2,18,36-C60F4, 1,2,27,45-
C60F4, or 1,2,31,32-C60F4). This isomer is a little less
reactive (higher kinetic stability), has a higher magne-
tizability, and is 6.5 kcal/mol less stable than 1,2,3,4-
C60F4. In Table 1, the total energy, band gap, kinetic
stability and magnetizability are given for these systems.
The results for C60 calculated at the same level of theory
are given for reference. The selected systems are the most
stable structures obtained from the previous addition
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FIGURE 2. Numbering for the C atoms of C60 where F atoms
are attached.50
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within a given addition route and will further be dis-
cussed below.

For the addition of a third pair of fluorine atoms
different possibilities exist. In the case of octahedral
addition, the next isomer will be 1,2,22,23,27,45-C60F6,
leading to further octahedral addition (see Section B
below.). Starting from 1,2,3,4-C60F4, different possibilities
exist for C60F5

-. The lowest energy isomer 1,2,3,4,9-C60F5
-

leads to the ‘S’ addition pattern upon further fluorination
(see Section C and Figure 3c). However with an energy
difference of only 2 kcal/mol, the 1,2,3,4,11-C60F5

- isomer
is found as the starting point of the ‘T’-addition pattern
(see Section D and Figure 3d). Fluorination in these cases
takes place at an adjacent 6,6-bond of the previous
addition site.

The local aromaticity, as predicted by NICS (see Figure
3), shows the rings with values closest to zero lie around
the fluorinated bonds for 1,2,3,4-C60F4 (Figure 3b). This
lower aromaticity (hexagons) or anti-aromaticity (pen-
tagons) means they will be more reactive and thus more
likely to be the next addition site. The only difference
for achieving the ‘T’ or the ‘S’ addition pattern lies in the
hexagonal ring just outside the pyracylenic unit already
functionalized. The lowest NICS for the hexagon adjacent
to the ‘S’-C60F6 addition site is -9.9 ppm, compared to
-10.3 ppm for the site adjacent to the ‘T’-C60F6 addition.
The former should therefore be preferred for further
functionalization and thus indeed lead to the lower
energy ‘S’ structure (1,2,3,4,9,10-C60F6), the latter leading
to the ‘T’ structure for C60F6 (1,2,3,4,11,12-C60F6).24

TABLE 1. Total Energy (au), HOMO-LUMO Gap (au),
Kinetic Stability (T-value in au), and Magnetizability ø
(cgs-ppm) for Selected Systems

C60Fn fluorinated C energy
band
gap

kinetic
stability ø

C60 -2259.0325 0.277 16.6
C60F2 1,2 -2456.8228 0.267 15.5 -369
C60F2 2,3 -2456.7834 0.231 13.4 -342
C60F2 1,4 -2456.8128 0.268 15.6 -370
C60F4 1,2;3,4 -2654.6238 0.268 15.0 -397
‘O’-C60F4 1,2;22,23 -2654.6134 0.269 15.1 -400
‘O’-C60F6 27,45[‘O’-C60F4] -2852.4054 0.294 15.9 -430
‘O’-C60F8 31,32[‘O’-C60F6] -3050.1931 0.291 15.1 -426
‘O’-C60F10 18,36[‘O’-C60F8] -3247.9800 0.281 14.0 -412
‘O’-C60F12 55,60[‘O’-C60F10] -3445.7670 0.282 13.5 -387
‘S’-C60F6 1,2;3,4;9,10 -2852.4267 0.272 14.7 -425
‘S’-C60F8 16,17[‘S’-C60F6] -3050.2312 0.275 14.3 -455
‘S’-C60F10 34,35[‘S’-C60F8] -3248.0365 0.289 14.4 -488
‘S’-C60F12 25,26[‘S’-C60F10] -3445.8395 0.293 14.0 -501
‘S’-C60F14 43,44[‘S’-C60F12] -3643.6421 0.293 13.5 -515
‘S’-C60F16 51,52[‘S’-C60F14] -3841.4452 0.299 13.1 -529
‘S’-C60F18 56,57[‘S’-C60F16] -4039.2453 0.301 12.7 -549
‘S’-C60F20 55,60[‘S’-C60F18] -4237.0764 0.349 14.0 -571
‘T’-C60F6 1,2;3,4;11,12 -2852.4207 0.269 14.5 -421
‘T’-C60F8 28,29[‘T’-C60F6] -3050.2256 0.280 14.6 -451
‘bis’-C60F8 17,28[‘T’-C60F6] -3050.1926 0.251 13.1 -444
‘T’-C60F10 46,47[‘T’-C60F8] -3248.0314 0.286 14.3 -481
‘bis’-C60F10 16,29[‘bis’-C60F8] -3248.0306 0.274 13.7 -461
‘T’-C60F12 16,17[‘T’-C60F10] -3445.8368 0.293 14.1 -492
‘bis’-C60F12 48,49[‘bis’-C60F10] -3445.8362 0.295 14.2 -489
‘T’-C60F14 34,35[‘T’-C60F12] -3643.6432 0.300 13.8 -504
‘bis’-C60F14 33,50[‘bis’-C60F12] -3643.6429 0.298 13.7 -499
‘T’-C60F16 33,50[‘T’-C60F14] -3841.4457 0.301 13.3 -512
‘bis’-C60F16 16,17[‘bis’-C60F14] -3841.4652 0.299 13.2 -515
‘T’-C60F18 48,49[‘T’-C60F16] -4039.2932 0.321 13.5 -530
‘C’-C60F16 51,52[‘C’-C60F14] -3841.4473 0.301 13.2 -517
‘C’-C60F18 58,59[‘C’-C60F16] -4039.2565 0.314 13.2 -536
‘C’-C60F20 55,60[‘C’-C60F18] -4237.0738 0.320 12.8 -552
C60F36 T symmetry -5819.5097 0.420 10.1 -641
C60F48 C1 symmetry -7005.8257 0.426 5.1

FIGURE 3. NICS for (a) C60F2, (b) C60F4, (c) ‘S’-C60F6, and (d) ‘T’-C60F6.
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Of these two most stable isomers of C60F6 (see Figure
3c and d), ‘S’-C60F6 is the most stable by 3.8 kcal/mol at
HF/3-21G//AM1 and 4.1 kcal/mol at HF/3-21G//HF/3-21G.
It is also the only one isolated experimentally.16 Both
isomers have a higher global aromaticity and kinetic
stability than other C60F6 isomers. ‘T’-C60F6 may not be
observed since it will undergo further fluorination at a
higher rate than ‘S’-C60F6. If we compare reaction en-
thalpies, the value for ‘T’-C60F8 (+101.2 kcal/mol) is close
to that for ‘S’-C60F8 (+100.9 kcal/mol), but the latter is
more stable by 3.5 kcal/mol. So, ‘T’-C60F6 is more reactive
as compared to ‘S’-C60F6, as is its reaction product ‘T’-
C60F8.

We now consider four main addition routes to C60, an
overview of which is presented in Figure 4.

B. Octahedral Addition Pattern: C60F6 to C60F12.
This first addition route is found when the surface
distance cutoff radius was not restricted, i.e., all non-
functionalized carbon atoms are considered as possible
candidates for further functionalization, based on the
AM1 energies. When running SACHA with these condi-
tions, starting from the octahedral isomer for C60F6, an
octahedral addition pattern is obtained, fluorine atoms
adding in pairs at octahedral sites of the fullerene cage.23

The hexakis adduct ‘O’-C60F12 consists of 12 fluorinated
carbon atoms surrounding eight benzenoid rings of
nonfluorinated carbon atoms. This addition pattern has
previously been studied with local and global aromaticity
descriptors for hydrogenation of C60

23 and plays a more
prominent role for bulky addends.51

Total energies, together with the band gap, the kinetic
stability and magnetizabilities are given in Table 1, and

the addition route is shown in Figure 5 where the
fluorinated carbon atoms are numbered in order of
addition. Although this addition pattern is predicted as
the most stable at the AM1 level, HF/3-21G calculations
show that for C60F6 to C60F12 more stable isomers exist
at each addition step. ‘O’-C60F6 is 13.4 kcal/mol (9.6 kcal/
mol) less stable than ‘S’-C60F6 (‘T’-C60F6). When adding
fluorine to an already fluorinated hexagon of C60F8 to
C60F12 following a 1,2,3,4-addition pattern instead of at
the octahedral site, isomers are typically more stable by
3 to 8 kcal/mol. These predictions show that it will be
difficult to synthesize the octahedral isomers and ex-
plains why they have not been observed yet.

C. ‘S’ Addition Pattern: C60F6 to C60F20. When the
surface distance cutoff was restricted so that only addi-
tion up to fourth neighbor of a fluorinated carbon was
allowed, an addition pattern was obtained based on the
‘S’ isomer for C60F6. Upon further functionalization of
1,2,3,4,9,10-C60F6, a zigzag addition pattern is found
using SACHA, leading eventually to the stable C60F20

isomer, Saturnene.14 Here, all fluorine atoms add to the
equator of the cage, leaving two corannulene substruc-
tures unfluorinated (see Figure 6).

The addition pattern found with SACHA coincides with
the predictions for the respective next preferential ad-
dition site based on the local aromaticity using NICS.
For each next fluorofullerene derivative, the 6,6-bond
predicted is again one for which the two C atoms are
shared by one hexagon and two pentagons with NICS
closest to zero.

From the calculated reaction enthalpies (see Figure 7),
the formation of ‘S’-C60F6, ‘S’-C60F8 and ‘S’-C60F10 is
increasingly exothermic, but for ‘S’-C60F12, ‘S’-C60F14 and(51) Hirsch, A.; Vostrowsky, O. Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2001, 829-848.

FIGURE 4. Overview of the distinct addition routes for fluorination to C60.
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‘S’-C60F16 it becomes less favorable until the formation
of ‘S’-C60F18, which has the lowest exothermicity of all
reactions of this ‘S’-series. The addition of two more
fluorine atoms helps to stabilize the structure and so ‘S’-
C60F20 becomes a favored reaction product, its high
stability explaining the experimental isolation.14 The
values for the kinetic stability show a decreasing trend
from ‘S’-C60F6 to ‘S’-C60F18, so they are predicted to be
increasingly less stable and hence more reactive, coincid-
ing with the fact that they have not yet been observed.

D. ‘T’ Addition Pattern: C60F6 to C60F18. As men-
tioned above, a second isomer is found for C60F5

-, namely,
1,2,3,4,11-C60F5

-, which can be fluorinated to 1,2,3,4,11,-
12-C60F6. Upon further fluorination, the lowest energy
isomers are found when following a ‘T’ addition pattern,
surrounding an unfluorinated benzenoid ring. The order
of addition is shown in Figure 8, leading to an experi-
mentally observed C60F18 isomer with C3v symmetry7,20

and high aromaticity.8,19 This isomer is also expected to
be part of the functionalization route to the C60F36 isomer
with T symmetry, as the fluorine motif of the former is
present in the latter and they both form under the same
conditions.2,10 Local aromaticity of ‘T’-C60F6 again predicts
addition at the 6,6-bond between atoms 16 and 17 (or
the equivalent 28 and 29).

The structure thus predicted for ‘T’-C60F8 by both
SACHA and the analysis of NICS is the ‘T’-C60F8 isomer
depicted in Figure 8b. A different isomer was proposed

for C60F8 in the literature, labeled ‘bis’-C60F8 in Table 1
(see Figure 8a).16 This latter isomer is however less stable
by 20.7 kcal/mol, as well as more reactive as predicted
by the kinetic stability. The global aromaticity is also
lower for this isomer, further explaining its lower stabil-
ity. Thus we suggest it would be difficult to experimen-
tally isolate this structure and that ‘bis’-C60F8 was not
the structure isolated originally. Other isomers have
more recently been proposed for the isolated C60F8

structure,26 which need not necessarily lie on the contigu-
ous pathway to ‘T’-C60F18. It seems indeed more likely
that an isomer lying on an addition route to a stable
fluorinated species needs to be reasonably reactive
toward further fluorination in order for the addition to
continue, and will thus be a less likely candidate to be
isolated. ‘T’-C60F8 as shown in Figure 8b is therefore
retained as part of the addition route to ‘T’-C60F18.

We note that the ‘T’-C60F18 isomer could also be
obtained from ‘S’-C60F6, by adding two more fluorine
atoms in a ‘T’ pattern instead of an ‘S’ pattern, and thus
obtaining ‘T’-C60F8 from ‘S’-C60F6. This seems indeed a
better solution since the ‘T’ isomer for C60F8 is only 3.5
kcal/mol less stable as the ‘S’ isomer, while this difference
is 3.8 kcal/mol for the respective C60F6 isomers (see Table
1). Nonetheless, since this difference is even smaller for
the respective C60F5 isomers (2 kcal/mol; see above), the
divergence is predicted to occur at that point, thus upon

FIGURE 5. Overview of the different addition patterns considered, with distinct features shaded.
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FIGURE 6. NICS for ‘S’-C60Fn (n ) 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20).
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addition of the fifth fluorine atom, and so ‘T’-C60F6 is
indeed believed to be a part of the addition route to ‘T’-
C60F18.

From ‘T’-C60F8, further addition is predicted to give ‘T’-
C60F10 (see Figure 8c). A second isomer could be obtained
by adding two more fluorine atoms to carbons 16 and 17
(see Figure 8d), but this isomer, labeled ‘bis’-C60F10 since
it could also be obtained from ‘bis’-C60F8, is less stable
by 0.5 kcal/mol (see Table 1). The next member of the
addition series predicted by NICS and obtained by
SACHA from both isomers of C60F10 is the ‘T’-C60F12

isomer depicted in Figure 8e. The last two carbon atoms
to be fluorinated in this case are numbered 16 and 17
from ‘T’-C60F10 or 46 and 47 from ‘bis’-C60F10. However,
another isomer of C60F12 can be formed by fluorinating
the atoms 48 and 49 from ‘T’-C60F10 (see Figure 8f). This
isomer, labeled ‘bis’-C60F12, is less stable by 0.4 kcal/mol
than ‘T’-C60F12, as well as less aromatic as predicted by
the magnetizability (see Table 1). Although ‘T’-C60F10 and
‘T’-C60F12 are predicted to be the most stable intermedi-
ates, the ‘bis’ isomers might also be synthesized upon
continuous fluorination, given the small energy differ-
ences. But as these latter isomers are predicted to be
more reactive than the respective ‘T’ isomers, it will be
difficult to isolate and hence characterize them. Both
SACHA and the NICS pattern predict the next 6,6-bond
of ‘bis’-C60F12 to be functionalized is 33,50 (or the equiva-
lent 16,17-bond), giving ‘bis’-C60F14 as shown in Figure
8h. Following this analysis, from ‘bis’-C60F14 the ‘bis’-
C60F16 structure (see Figure 8j) is predicted, which has
been observed experimentally,28 although it may be a
dimer.2

Continued fluorination of ‘T’-C60F12 leads to ‘T’-C60F14

and ‘T’-C60F16 (see Figure 8g and 8i respectively). ‘T’-
C60F14 is only 0.2 kcal/mol more stable than ‘bis’-C60F14.
On the other hand, ‘T’-C60F16 is 12.2 kcal/mol less stable
than ‘bis’-C60F16. Further fluorine addition gives ‘T’-C60F18

(Figure 8k), which corresponds to the experimentally
isolated C3v isomer predicted as the most stable of the
different isomers for C60F18.52 This structure has a fully

delocalized benzenoid ring, with NICS of -13.7 ppm,
surrounded with 18 fluorinated carbon atoms, resulting
in a strongly distorted cage structure.

E. Combined Addition Pattern: C60F6 to C60F20.
The ‘T’ isomer of C60F6 (1,2,3,4,11,12-C60F6) can also lead
to an alternative fluorination path to that described
above. When fluorinating according to an ‘S’ addition
pattern after the initial 6 fluorine atoms are added, the
addition follows the same path as the ‘T’ addition pattern
(see paragraph B.) until C60F14 but can then continue to
form a C60F20 isomer where fluorinated carbon atoms now
surround a naphthalenoid pattern instead of a benzenoid
ring (see Figure 4). When ‘T’-C60F14 is further fluorinated,
the most stable isomer is ‘C’-C60F16 (see Figure 9a), being
1.2 kcal/mol (10.9 kcal/mol) more stable than ‘T’-C60F16

(‘bis’-C60F16) (see Table 1). Fluorination of ‘C’-C60F16 leads
via ‘C’-C60F18 to the stable isomer ‘C’-C60F20, as depicted
in Figure 9b and c, respectively, having a high global
aromaticity due to the naphthalenoid center.

As these are the most stable isomers and since the
global aromaticity is higher for the ‘C’ isomers than the
corresponding ‘T’ isomers, this is a strong indication that
these isomers would form under the same reaction
conditions as ‘T’-C60F18. However, none of these isomers
has been reported to date. A possible explanation for this
is that the described ‘bis’ isomers can be derived from
the respective ‘T’ isomers between ‘T’-C60F8 and ‘T’-C60F14,
whereas in the opposite direction, only ‘T’-C60F16 is
derived from a ‘bis’ isomer (see Figure 10). The combina-
tion of the different paths and the respective reaction
energies clearly point to the formation of ‘T’-C60F18,
although it can be expected that intermediate ‘T’ isomers
may form at much lower concentration than the respec-
tive ‘bis’ isomers.

In the same sense, this would predict even lower
concentrations for the members of the combined addition
route and could explain why they have not been observed
yet. If synthesized, they are predicted to be present only
in very small amounts, and discrimination of the distinct
addition routes by tailoring the reaction conditions will
be necessary to obtain these isomers.

(52) Clare, B. W.; Kepert, D. L. J. Mol. Struct. (THEOCHEM) 2003,
621, 211-231.

FIGURE 7. ER in kcal/mol (HF/3-21G//AM1) versus the number n of fluorine atoms added. Since the values of ER for the octahedral
addition pattern are the same as for the ‘T’ addition pattern for n ) 38-60, they are omitted from the graph.
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F. Higher Fluorination to C60F60. The main isomers
obtained following the ‘T’, ‘S’ and the combined ‘C’
addition route, namely, ‘T’-C60F18, ‘S’-C60F20, and ‘C’-
C60F20, all have a binding energy significantly higher than
that of the isomers with less or more fluorine atoms on
their respective routes. Nonetheless higher fluorination
can be achieved, leading to stable structures.

Further addition to ‘S’-C60F20 will occur at one of the
ten 6,6-bonds radiating from the top (or bottom) penta-
gon, since this isomer for ‘S’-C60F22 is more stable by 5.4
kcal/mol at HF/3-21G//HF/3-21G level of theory than the
C60F22 formed by fluorinating one of the other ten 6,6-
bonds, where a fully fluorinated hexagon would be
formed.53 The next two fluorine pairs are added at
neighboring bonds radiating from the same pentagon,
thus forming a ‘T’ addition pattern on one of the
hemispheres of ‘S’-C60F20. Putting the last fluorine pair
at the other hemisphere is less stable by 17 kcal/mol, and
forming an ‘S’ addition pattern with a fully fluorinated
hexagon by 10 kcal/mol. Fluorination at this one hemi-
sphere continues until the formation of C60F30, followed
by the same addition pattern at the other hemisphere
giving C60F40. Exothermicities remain relatively high
until the formation of this C60F40 isomer. Upon higher
fluorination, ER is typically half that for lower fluorina-
tion, showing the high strain this induces on the C60 cage.
Similar binding energies are found for C60F44 and C60F48,
and these highly fluorinated isomers could thus be
obtained with the same reaction conditions. Fluorination

is predicted to be exothermic until the formation of C60F52,
and endothermic beyond (see Figure 7). C60F52 would thus
be the highest fluorinated isomer obtainable upon exo-
hedral addition following this addition path.

For the ‘T’ addition pattern, further fluorination of ‘T’-
C60F18 can occur at one of the hexagons neighboring the
fluorinated belt (most stable), at the hexagon opposite
the benzenoid ring (1.3 kcal/mol less stable), or at the
benzenoid ring itself (58 kcal/mol less stable). Addition
to a hexagon neighboring the equatorial belt (without
providing a fully fluorinated hexagon), can occur at bond
8,24 (or the equivalent 37,38 -or 56,57-bond) or at bond
7,21 (or the equivalent 43,44- or 53,54-bond), which leads
to two chiral C60F20 isomers. Fluorination can now occur
at the two equivalent bonds. In this case, these three last
fluorinated bonds form, together with three previously
fluorinated bonds, an octahedral addition pattern. Fur-
ther fluorination of ‘O’-C60F12 or ‘T’-C60F18 following this
path is thus predicted to give the same isomer for C60F24.
However, addition to the chiral C60F20 isomer at the
hexagon opposite the benzenoid ring is more stable by
7.4 kcal/mol. Further addition will first surround a second
benzenoid ring in C60F28, and then lead to the stable
structure of C60F36 with T symmetry (see Figure 11a).9-11

The same C60F36 will be obtained upon further fluorina-
tion of the octahedral addition pattern (in Figure 7, the
values for ER are therefore omitted beyond C60F38 for the
octahedral addition pattern as they are the same as for

FIGURE 8. NICS for (a) ‘bis’-C60F8,16 (b) ‘T’-C60F8, (c) ‘T’-C60F10, (d) ‘bis’-C60F10, (e) ‘T’-C60F12, (f) ‘bis’-C60F12, (g) ‘T’-C60F14, (h)
‘bis’-C60F14, (i) ‘T’-C60F16, (j) ‘bis’-C60F16, and (k) ‘T’-C60F18
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the ‘T’ pattern). Besides this high-symmetry isomer, two
other C60F36 isomers have been characterized with C1 and
C3 symmetry.10,39,54 Further fluorination of the T sym-
metry C60F36 isomer leads to an unreported C60F48 isomer,
consisting of one unfluorinated benzenoid ring and three
unfluorinated 5,6-bonds. For fluorination higher than
C60F36, ER is again typically half that for lower fluorina-
tion. Here, similar binding energies are found for C60F40,
C60F44, C60F48, and C60F52. For and higher fluorinated

isomers, reactions are again predicted endothermic (see
Figure 7).

When ‘C’-C60F20 undergoes further fluorination, a new
isomer of C60F30 is found with D3h symmetry, containing
two fully fluorinated hexagons at each side of the
structure, connected by three strings of fluorinated
carbon atoms following the ‘S’ addition pattern (see
Figure 5). In this way, three unfluorinated naphthalenoid
centers are created, with high stability as a result. This
‘C’-C60F30 structure with D3h symmetry is depicted as a
hexagon-centered Schlegel diagram in Figure 11b. Fol-
lowing the discussion above, this isomer may be difficult

(53) Clare, B. W.; Kepert, D. L. J. Mol. Struct. 2003, 622, 185-280.
(54) Avent, A. G.; Clare, B. W.; Hitchcock, P. B.; Kepert, D. L.;

Taylor, R. Chem. Commun. 2002, 2370-2371.

FIGURE 9. NICS for (a) ‘C’-C60F16, (b) ‘C’-C60F18, and (c) ‘C’-C60F20.

FIGURE 10. Overview of the addition routes with ER (kcal/mol) indicated.
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to isolate due to the fluorination reaction path C60 is
expected to follow.

Continued fluorination of ‘C’-C60F30 fills in the naph-
thalenoid rings from the center outward (at one stage
requiring 1,4 addition across a hexagon), resulting in
each of the naphthalenoid centers having their two
opposite 5,6-bonds unfluorinated. This leads to a chiral
C60F48 structure with S6 symmetry (see Figure 11c).12 ‘C’-
C60F30 may therefore form en route to this stable experi-
mentally observed C60F48. Further addition to this C60F48

isomer is predicted endothermic (see Figure 7).
G. Further Interpretation and General Trends.

From these results, a number of general trends can be
formulated. First we observed a difference in stability
between the octahedral and other addition patterns
depending on whether we allowed single or pairwise F
addition to the fullerene. Pairwise addition favors octa-
hedral type additions whereas single F addition favors
‘S’- and ‘T’-type addition. In addition from the graph
showing binding energy with each addition (Figure 7) it
is clear than the octahedral addition route is smoother
than the others, showing very few strong local minima.
We suggest that octahedral addition may be favored for
F2 addition, for example, gas-phase fluorination, whereas
the other routes will be favored in synthesis allowing
single F addition.

The fluorination reactions described are all predicted
to be highly exothermic up to relatively high fluorination
addition. This exothermicity is also seen to increase upon
increasing fluorination until a system with high stability
is obtained. This shows the driving force of these reac-
tions and can explain why C60F2 and other lower fluo-
rofullerenes have only recently been isolated and char-
acterized.15,16

Analysis of the geometries shows that the C-C bond
length of fluorinated 6,6-bonds range from 1.62 to 1.58
Å with increasing number of fluorine atoms added,
showing a higher double bond character (the experimen-
tal bond lengths for C60 are 1.458 Å for a 5,6-bond (60
bonds) and 1.401 Å for a 6,6-bond (30 bonds)55 and are,
respectively, 1.464 and 1.385 Å at the AM1 level of
theory). The difference in bond length with C60 shows the
distortion of the cage induced by fluorination. When we
use NICS as a criterion to predict the preferential 6,6-
bond for further fluorination, this is in all cases also the
shortest 6,6-bond (corresponding to a higher double
bound character) close to the previous one fluorinated,
with a bond length of 1.367 Å or more. The shortening of
these bonds also helps to explain the higher double bond
character. In terms of the aromaticity analysis, we find
the geometric and magnetic criteria to be in agreement.

As local aromaticity is expected to provide an indication
of the addition route for subsequent addition (see previ-
ous fullerene hydrogenation studies),23,34 it might be
expected that the most aromatic isomer would be found
upon each addition. To analyze this, a number of methods
are possible. First, the global aromaticity could be used,
as predicted by the magnetizability and/or the HOMO-
LUMO gap. Also the kinetic stability should act as an
indicator. A summation over the NICS values should also
give an indication of the global aromaticity, as here the
different contributions from the local ring currents should
be taken into account. The question remains however
whether a global sum over all NICS should be considered,
or if one should take into account the conjugation of the
system. In other words, it is possible that a less homo-

(55) Hedberg, K.; Hedberg, L.; Bethune, D. S.; Brown, C. A.; Dorn,
H. C.; Johnson, R. D.; De Vries, M. Nature 1991, 254, 410-412.

FIGURE 11. Hexagon-centered Schlegel diagrams for (a) C60F36 with T symmetry, (b) ‘C’-C60F30 with D3h symmetry, and (c) the
SS isomer of C60F48 with S6 symmetry.
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geneous distribution of aromaticity is preferred. A clear
correspondence is seen from the results between the
general summation of NICS and the global aromaticity
as predicted by the magnetizability. Global aromaticity
as predicted by magnetizability and the HOMO-LUMO
gap generally follows the same trend. In a number of
cases discrepancies are seen, but in general the kineti-
cally most stable system also shows the highest magne-
tizability, and is thus the less reactive isomer with a
larger HOMO-LUMO gap (see Table 1).

NICS can provide further interpretation of the addition
patterns observed. The electron deficiency of C60, intro-
duced by the pentagons in the structure as compared to
graphene, is indeed seen to play a crucial role in the
addition patterns followed. From the observation that the
‘S’ pattern yields more stable structures than the ‘T’
pattern (see Table 1), we note that for ‘S’ patterns
pentagons are created with two radiating bonds func-
tionalized, whereas for ‘T’ patterns three fluorinated
radiating bonds per pentagon are created. From this,
some general features can be discerned. If one of the
radiating bonds of a pentagon is already functionalized,
a second radiating bond, neighboring the first, is likely
to be the next addition site, with this further increasing
the diatropic character of this pentagon, as predicted by
NICS. Adding a third addend pair on one of the radiating
bonds of this pentagon does not provide important
stability increase, but will always occur on a bond
neighboring the first two, as addition to the opposite bond
will lead to a less stable structure. A fully fluorinated
hexagon is also seen to be disfavored. These general
features are shown by the preference for the ‘S’ over the
‘T’ pattern, as for example for the addition route to ‘C’-
C60F30.

Throughout this study, two distinct methodologies
were followed, namely, systematic analysis using the
newly developed program SACHA,32 where a large num-
ber of isomers are considered for each number of addends
and the energetically most stable isomer is considered
for further addition (thermodynamic criteria), as well as
the use of NICS or local aromaticity criteria to predict
addition sites. The correspondence between these two
shows that the use of NICS is a powerful tool for
analyzing the reactivity of fullerenes and nanotubes,
since it enables prediction of the most stable addition
product.

This study also shows that SACHA can be used to
analyze addition routes in a more systematic way. It can
now be applied to a broad range of systems with many
different addends and can be used with a number of
quantum chemical codes allowing any level of theory
required.32 It can show distinct routes to form a given
product, without having to analyze the enormous amount
of isomers that can be conceived for this type of carbon
cages. The program SACHA is also under further devel-
opment in order to include other addition types and
addends, to use different codes, and to restrict the
number of isomers needing to be considered by taking
advantage of symmetry. Also the possibility of alternative
routes and the possibility of atom migration will be
automated in future development32

IV. Conclusion

A systematic analysis of the addition patterns occur-
ring for fluorination of C60 has been performed. A new
program, SACHA, was developed that automatically
generates and tests isomer structures, choosing the most
stable as the basis for further addend addition. This is
repeated, enabling a given addition route to be followed.
The choice of a specific surface distance cutoff can be used
to discriminate between different addition patterns. This
methodology is currently used to investigate addition
patterns during functionalization of higher fullerenes and
carbon nanotubes, as well as the addition to structural
defects.

From this analysis, four main addition routes were
found, namely, an octahedral addition pattern, a ‘T’-
shaped or an ‘S’- shaped addition pattern, and a combi-
nation of these last two (the ‘C’ addition route). The
octahedral route diverges from the others at C60F2 and
leads to a stable C60F12 isomer; however, its intermediate
C60F4 is less stable than the C60F4 isomer occurring in
the ‘S’ and ‘T’ route. The ‘S’ route proceeds by circum-
ferential addition of F, leading to the stable Saturnene
structure C60F20. An alternative, less stable and less
aromatic C60F6 isomer leads to the ‘T’ addition route,
resulting in stable C60F18. At C60F12 this ‘T’ addition route
can also split to give a C60F16 containing a naphthalenoid
rather than benzenoid ring. This ‘C’ addition route
ultimately leads to a new stable isomer, C60F30, not
previously reported, having D3h symmetry and three
unfluorinated naphthalenoid substructures.

Further ab initio study of the ‘T’ (C60Fn with n ) 2, 4,
6, ..., 18) and ‘S’ (C60Fn with n ) 2, 4, 6, ..., 20) addition
pattern, along with their local and global aromaticities,
shows that ‘S’-C60Fn isomers are generally more aromatic
than systems obtained from the ‘T’ addition pattern.

Although different addition routes are described, dis-
crimination of these distinct routes upon tailoring the
reaction conditions will be necessary to obtain some of
the isomers predicted. High fluorination is predicted to
be exothermic until the formation of C60F48 for the ‘C’
addition route and until C60F52 for the other addition
routes.

Addition occurs at the most reactive bond. In a
conjugated system such as C60, this lies at the least
delocalized site (NICS values more positive). This can be
predicted by analyzing NICS of the rings surrounding a
possible addition site and locating the bond surrounded
by rings having NICS closest to zero. Our study showed
that such bonds were the shortest nonfluorinated double
bond in the system.

Subsequent addition occurs as long as systems are
obtained with increasing aromaticity; this is seen as a
driving force for the fluorination process. Global aroma-
ticity, as predicted by the magnetizability of the system
as well as by the HOMO-LUMO gap, therefore gives us
an indication of the direction the addition is taking.
Further indication of the addition pathway may come
from the stability of the different isomeric reactions
possible. Furthermore, the kinetic stability of the possible
products can give an indication of relative stability and
reactivity to further addition.
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